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White
Good Evening.  "You won't know what it’s like till you've tried it." So the saying goes.  But it seems when it comes to simulating blindness, you may still end up none the wiser.  And remote control help?  Is this the modern way to identify that mystery tin or packet?  Now, up and down the country, there seems to be a lot of this kind of thing going on. 

Headlines
Prince William simulated blindness whilst taking part in archery

Coventry Lord Mayor takes blindfolded walk to get a taste of what life is like for blind people

Marcus Jones, MP, takes part in blindfold bus journey

White
All examples of public figures, simulating blindness or partial sight.  Now on the face of it there's a simple enough principle involved here - try something out yourself and you're likely to understand it better.  These simulations can take various forms - blindfolding, as we've heard, but also the more sophisticated idea of so-called "simulation specs" which replicate the effects of specific eye conditions.  But some recent research seems to show this kind of thing may do more harm than good.  Arielle Silverman, who’s blind herself, has been studying this for her psychology PhD at Colorado University and she’s come up with some interesting results. She told me what had prompted her to study it. 

Silverman
Well I started this project with my collaborators because as a person who is blind I noticed that a lot of times people wanted to do these blindness simulations in order to educate other people about what blindness is like.  And I had a suspicion that doing these kinds of activities could actually misrepresent what blindness is like because people are thrusted into the first few minutes of being blind rather than kind of experiencing the dynamics of being blind over a lifetime.  So I wanted to know if in fact these simulations are actually harmful for attitudes towards blind people.  I guess my other reason for being interested in this work is because I’d noticed that a lot of times when people would interact with me they would spontaneously kind of imagine what it’s like to be blind or they would tell me things like – oh if I were in your situation I would just be helpless.  And I suspected that people’s well intentioned attempts to imagine what it’s like to be blind could also in a similar fashion actually backfire and make people think that blindness is this helpless reality when in fact it’s not.

White
But was there any danger here – any sense in which you were perhaps trying to therefore prove a pet theory?

Silverman
Every scientist will have their biases and that they have a hypothesis going in.  If in fact I’d found the opposite, if I’d found that the simulations were beneficial, even though that would have been unexpected, that still would have been an interesting result that I would have wanted to share with the public because that would have suggested that people are doing things right.

White
What does your research suggest?

Silverman
What we found in our project is that after people are blindfolded for a brief period of time they judge blind people as being less able to work and to take care of themselves.  So that implies that doing these simulation activities could actually increase prejudice and discrimination, employment discrimination for example or custodial attitudes toward blind people.  It also suggests that the reason we get these effects is because people are imagining what it would be like for them to be blind and they mis-calibrate what blindness is like because again they focus on the early stages of blindness rather than the cumulative experience of being blind.

White
Just tell me about the methods you used to get your results.

Silverman
We just had college students come in and put on blindfolds and we had them do some activities while they were blindfolded and we were trying to capture what a simulation is like in the real world.  So we had people walk around, we had them pour a glass of water, we had them sort coins, they were all tasks that for someone who has just been struck blind would be very difficult.  There were other groups of students who either had no impairment given to them at all or they had their arm in a sling, so they were encumbered in a different way but they were not blindfolded.  We also had a group of people who didn’t do the simulation but they watched a video of someone else doing the simulation.  So we were really just comparing the attitudes of people who were blindfolded with the attitudes of people who were not.

White
One of your findings was that though people simulating blindness might have a lower estimate of blind people’s capabilities than they might otherwise have done, they would actually like us more.  What’s that all about?

Silverman
What it probably suggests is that the simulation creates this mixed attitude where people feel kind of warm and fuzzy toward people with disabilities but at the same time they think of those people as being less competent.  And so they might be more willing to donate money to a disability cause or to volunteer to be a guide for people with disabilities, for blind people for example, but less willing to hire them to babysit their children or work with them in a professional kind of sense.

White
What about using it as a training technique, which we know happens – either people working with visually impaired people or volunteering – is that okay, is that likely to be effective do you think?

Silverman
I think the blindfolding could be effective if it is paired with contact with real blind people and with positive mastery experiences.  What we found in our research is that when people were blindfolded they became very upset, distressed, frustrated, confused, frightened and those negative experiences caused them to infer that being blind permanently creates those same emotions.  But if we can give people a simulation where they experience balance, where they experience maybe some of the frustration but also some neutral activities where blindness is actually a non-issue and other activities for blind people experience joy then they can get kind of a more balanced impression of what blindness is like.

White
Arielle Silverman.  Your reactions please.  And there's a bit of blindfolding in this next item too, although the players would argue it’s just to even up the odds.  Darts is the game and this all started when now-retired blind social worker, Richard Pryor, was asked by the landlord of his local pub in the Cornish village of Grampound to get up a team of blind and partially sighted players to compete in a "fast darts" charity competition. They called themselves The Optimists.  They didn't win, but unsurprisingly they raised the most cash, which led to a bit of a media scrum. It even resulted in a former world champion going to The Dolphin pub with the inevitable blindfold only to be beaten by one of the blind team. Well this could clearly run and run.  Now Tony Shearman's been down to the pub, leading a team of local blindfolded challengers, to take on the Optimists. 

Actuality
First on the oche for the Optimists Richard Pryor.

Right, I’ve got hold of the string.

Shearman
So Richard, first big question, how on earth is it done.

Pryor
You stand on the mark and there’s a bit of string that’s attached to the bull – the wire that goes around the bull – and you hold the other end of it, so that actually gives you a line on the dartboard, so if you get it roughly central then you know you’re lined up with the bull.  And then you aim the darts down the string.

Actuality
Yes six scored.

Pryor
When we started off we were missing the board quite a lot, we probably will to start tonight, so there’s generally somebody around to say oh you’re off to the right or you’re off to the left or above or below.

Actuality
First up for the Challengers – Jordan Freya.

Shearman
So the blindfold’s going on Jordan, he’s grabbing the string with one hand.

Actuality
Eighteen.

Excellent.

Out.

Three.  Jordan scores 21.

Next to the oche for the Optimists Rachael Beresford.

Beresford
Well when I was given the diagnosis that my sight was gone I thought that was it, I thought I’d never go out again, I thought that was the end.  And then luckily my social worker at the time pointed us in the direction of the group and it’s given me more confidence and stuff as well.

Shearman
So Rachael when it was first put to you – would you like to join a blind darts team – what was your reaction?

Beresford
Yeah, why not, I’ll give anything a go.

Actuality
Rachael scores six.

Next up for the Challengers Kester Westbrook.

Westbrook
A lot harder than I thought it would be.  I have a darts board in my room and I usually play quite a lot and I thought it would be a walkthrough for me but no it’s not, not at all, it’s terribly hard, it’s a lot harder than it looks.

Actuality
Kester scores zero. 

Finally up on the oche for the Optimists Carol Pirret.

Pirret
I can’t use the string because I have a little bit of vision and I can see the outside of the board.

Shearman
Is it basically a case of throw and hope?

Pirret
Yeah a lot of it.  A bit like golden shot.

Actuality
And three makes 18.  

Finally at the oche for the challengers Tony Shearman.

Everybody standing clear?

Well clear.

Out.

I think that was the ceiling.

Shearman
It’s fair to say that scores were pretty low in the early stages with more darts hitting walls and ceilings than the actual board.  But then Kester, one of my blindfolded fellow teammates found his aim.

Actuality
Eight.  Fourteen.  Oh bull.

Shearman
Still some way to go though and still neck and neck and the crowd are getting excited.

Actuality
Optimists require 254, Challengers require 253.

Shearman
It was actually Joe Fryer, the landlord of the Dolphin pub, who came up with the idea of the blind darts team but he was keen to play down some claims made in certain parts of the media.

Fryer
Maybe slightly taken out of context as a dart team.  It was on various websites that we were the first blind dart team ever in the UK.  I don’t think that’s strictly true.  They were not a team, so to speak, they were four people who got together to raise money for charity and at the end I think we raised somewhere in the region nearly of a thousand pounds.  

Shearman
I see some of the darts are going a little bit astray tonight, any serious damage done?

Fryer
Nothing that a little bit of Polyfilla won’t put right.

Shearman
Meanwhile back in the game the end is in sight for the Challengers.  And because in blind darts you don’t need a double to finish they needed just one single number to win.

Actuality
The Optimists require 38, the Challengers require one.

Shearman
But no one could have predicted this finish from Carol.

Actuality
[Cheers]

Shearman
Yes a double 19 to win the game in style. [Clapping]

Pirret
Are you joking me?

Pryor
Well Carol what a way to finish.  We said we didn’t have to finish on a double but you finished on a double 19, how did you do that?

Pirret
I know I can’t believe – I don’t know, I just can’t believe it.

Pryor
Good game this, ain’t it?  Come up and look at what you’ve won.

Music

White
The unforgettable signature tune to Bulls Eye, for those of you too young to have heard it. 

And don't worry, Tony, I don’t suspect a fix, they still talk in one of my locals about the night I threw a double two to beat their star player. Nothing to it!  And if you have a team that would like to challenge the Optimists, they'd love to hear from you, we can put you in touch.
 
Of course there are one or two more important things in life than throwing darts, like discovering if that tie goes with that shirt, or what precisely is in the mystery package you've just unearthed from your cupboards. And now there's a way of finding out, even if you live alone, without disturbing the neighbours. It’s an app for the iPhone called Be My Eyes.  And it’s now being discussed widely on social media. Kevin Satizabal has used it, and he told me how it works. 
 
Satizabal
The app has two buttons, you tap the connector sided helper, the phone will say then “connecting request” and then you hear like some music in the background which tells you that the connection is in progress.

White
Right.  Well we’ve got a little recording of you using the app.

App recording
Hi.

Hiya.  I was just wondering if you could identify this package that I’ve got, I’m sort of pointing the camera at it at the moment, I don’t know if you can see it?

Yessss, it’s an Easter flurry. Strawberry flavour.

Oh okay.

Marshmallow

Marshmallows yeah?

Yes.

Brilliant, thank you so much.

You’re welcome.

Bye bye.

White
Now it’s not the first app of its type is it, have you used some of the others?

Satizabal
Yes, I’ve used things like Tap Tap See and Viz Whizz.  Viz Whizz actually used human people but they actually typed back the answers rather than actually speak to you.  So you take a picture of what you wanted to describe, then that would be sent online and volunteers would see the picture and try and identify.  The great thing about Be My Eyes is that you’ve actually got a live video call going on, so the volunteer can actually tell you to adjust the camera position if you need to and it’s a much more intuitive process.

White
So what kind of things would you use it for?

Satizabal
I think, you know, identifying things like the sell by date of your milk, identifying cans, any sort of everyday objects where you might need a pair of eyes.

White
It just strikes me – it’s quite odd in a way – some of the things you might use it for could be quite personal.  I mean, for example, you might use it to say does this tie match this shirt and yet you’re doing it with a complete stranger.

Satizabal
Yeah absolutely, it’s almost like taking a stranger into your home.  I think the developers used that word before.  And I think there are some issues around that where people have been concerned that some people might go and show people their credit cards.  But I think it’s about using your common sense and not showing people those really personal details because at the end of the day somebody could take a screenshot and you haven’t got a clue.

White
Well as Kevin Satizabal explained, the idea's not original but this one is different, its Danish inventor Hans Wiberg joined me from Copenhagen to explain how he came to devise it.   

Wiberg
Well I am visually impaired myself and I have blind friends and so on and at some point I got myself an iPhone and I started using Face Time, that’s a video chat application and I talked to my friends about it and they told me that they used that for visual assistance but they always had to call someone.  And that’s why I came up with the idea that we could make this a group of volunteers who could answer such a call.

White
And what’s the response been both from sighted volunteers and blind users?

Wiberg
The response has been totally overwhelming.  We launched this 12 days ago and now we have 99,000 helpers worldwide and that’s totally amazing and we have 8,000 blind people signed up.

White
How does the system work, in particular how are people matched up and how are volunteers alerted that somebody needs help?

Wiberg
When the blind person’s, for instance, standing in his kitchen, presses the button on the Be My Eyes app his phone will send a signal to our server and our server will pick a random helper speaking the same language, of course, and then they will be connected.  And if the helper does not have the time right at that moment, 10 seconds later we will call another one until there is someone on the line.

White
So what sort of waiting times are we talking about?

Wiberg
When you get 99,000 sign ups in a week we have some server issues so when this is settled down a little bit you should be able to get a helper within a minute.

White
Can I just ask you what you see as the applications for this?

Wiberg
When we did this app we were thinking about things that you do at home but I have noticed that people have used it, for instance, when they go somewhere, for instance, with the bus and they get off but then they can’t find the door into the building and then they use Be My Eyes to get the last 20 metres.  But I don’t want people to use it to cross the street or something like that but in new surroundings you can get a little help finding your way.

White
Now of course you do use it in your house, some people have said they’re worried about possible privacy and security and that’s on both sides, what measures have you put in place to answer those kind of worries?

Wiberg
Well I compare this with meeting a person on the street, you should never show your credit card to some total stranger you meet on the street.  But if you met with some kind of abuse, when the session is over you can report someone and then they will be taken care of.

White
And once you’ve ended that contact there is no way that someone will know where you are and how you can be contacted is that right?

Wiberg
No, no way, no way.

White
It’s free at the moment but will it stay that way?

Wiberg
We will try all we can to keep it free, we might have a donation button and then I think when the app is fully developed we don’t need that much money, so we should be able to run it fairly cheap.

White
Hans Wiberg.  And there are plans to offer Be My Eyes on other devices as well. 

That’s it for today.  If you want to know more about anything in this programme you can call our actionline for 24 hours from nine o’clock tonight, on 0800 044 044, you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk or visit our website from where you can also download tonight’s and future editions of In Touch.  From me, Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat and the team, goodbye.

